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Brenda Gajan, Managing Editor
First and foremost, the Board and Staff of LAPELS sincerely hope that you, your family and friends, and fellow co-workers are doing well as we face a most unusual, difficult and dangerous time in our history. The COVID-19 pandemic has significantly impacted our lives, our families, our jobs and our economy unlike any previous event or natural disaster within our lifetimes.

From a professional standpoint, our livelihoods are facing uncertainties we never envisioned. Our team at LAPELS has encountered many issues and questions from our membership and are working diligently to maintain continuity and responsiveness despite the challenges of working predominantly in a remote scenario. We are extremely fortunate to have Donna Sentell as our Executive Director. Her tireless dedication to our organization and her leadership with our talented staff are “keeping the wheels turning” with the multitude of issues this pandemic has created. She has kept the Executive Committee of the Board apprised of Executive Orders issued by Governor Edwards and the impacts they had on our operating policies and procedures as well as other matters from NCEES, especially relating to examinations.

One of the more relevant issues brought forth with the issuance of the Executive Orders relates to engineering or surveying firms who may find it necessary to temporarily layoff, furlough or reduce work hours of their staff, including the firm’s Supervising Professional(s). The Board has recently approved an Emergency Policy Concerning Supervising Professionals and Licensed Firms through 2020 that would allow the firm to designate a Supervising Professional whose employment with the firm is part-time, even if the Supervising Professional is not an Owner of the firm. Firms and Supervising Professionals have been notified of this policy. Additional information can be found on our website at: https://www.lapels.com/docs/Administrative/Firm_and_SP_Emergency_Status_AR.pdf. Our staff has also received several inquiries regarding Continued Professional Development criteria. Any renewals during 2020, either in March or September, are not affected since Professional Development Hours (PDHs) for either renewal period require compliance in 2018 and 2019. However, criteria for the accrual of PDHs during 2020 will be discussed by the Board for consideration of appropriate adjustments.

Representatives of LAPELS appeared before the Occupational Licensing Review Committee (OLRC) in February to address our proposed rule change defining the incidental practice of engineering by architects. Representatives of both engineers and architects had met on several occasions and appeared to have reached consensus but last minute issues were raised by architects. Subsequent to publication of our proposed rule change, LAPELS received numerous responses from the architectural community expressing their concerns. Their representatives also appeared before OLRC to voice their objections. The OLRC deferred action on the proposed change. Future meetings between representatives of LAPELS, LES, ACEC, Louisiana Board of Architectural Examiners, and AIA are being considered to develop language and criteria amenable to all.

As we move forward in 2020, we sincerely wish our membership all the best as hopefully this pandemic ends quickly and our lives can resume normalcy. Please immediately contact any Board member or our staff with issues or questions that arise.
Enforcement Report

Chris Aaron and William Hyatt, Board Investigators

UNLICENSED OFFER AND/OR PRACTICE OF ENGINEERING OR LAND SURVEYING:

Toby Dugas Engineering, LLC, an unlicensed firm which subsequently became licensed as a professional engineering firm, effective September 20, 2019 (EF-6692), was subject to enforcement action by the Board for practicing and/or offering to practice engineering and using the words “engineer”, “engineering” or any modification or derivative thereof in a person’s name or form of business or activity without proper licensure in violation of La. R.S. 37:681 and La. R.S. 37:700(A)(1) and (7). To wit: LAC Title 46: LXI§2301(B). Between November 2015 and September 19, 2019 the firm admittedly offered to provide engineering services in Louisiana and provided engineering services on 342 projects in Louisiana. The firm has entered into a Consent Order with the Board, wherein it admitted to unintentional violations of the above laws/rules and agreed to pay a fine of $1,500; to pay administrative costs of $438.97; and to the publication of the Consent Order on the Board’s website, the printing of a summary of this matter by name in this publication, and the reporting of this matter by name to NCEES.

Precision Engineering Group, LLC, an unlicensed firm which subsequently became licensed as a professional engineering firm, effective September 23, 2019 (EF-6679), was subject to enforcement action by the Board for practicing and/or offering to practice engineering and using the words “engineer”, “engineering” or any modification or derivative thereof in a person’s name or form of business or activity without proper licensure in violation of La. R.S. 37:681 and La. R.S. 37:700(A)(1), (7) and (9). To wit: LAC Title 46: LXI§2301(B). Between January 2015 and September 22, 2019 the firm admittedly offered to provide engineering services in Louisiana and provided engineering services on 15 projects in Louisiana. The firm has entered into a Consent Order with the Board, wherein it admitted to unintentional violations of the above laws/rules and agreed to pay a fine of $3,000; to pay administrative costs of $549.43; and to the publication of the Consent Order on the Board’s website, the printing of a summary of this matter by name in this publication, and the reporting of this matter by name to NCEES.

AIDING OR ASSISTING ANOTHER PERSON IN VIOLATING THE LAWS/RULES OF THE BOARD:

Toby G. Dugas, P.E., a professional engineer (PE-28841), was subject to disciplinary action by the Board for aiding or assisting another person in violating the laws and/or rules of the Board in violation of La. R.S. 37:698(A)(12). Between November 2015 and September 19, 2019 (a) Toby Dugas Engineering, LLC (an unlicensed firm) admittedly offered to provide engineering services in Louisiana and provided engineering services on 342 projects in Louisiana and (b) Mr. Dugas provided engineering services for the firm in Louisiana in connection with said projects. The firm subsequently became licensed as a professional engineering firm, effective September 20, 2019 (EF-6692). Mr. Dugas was an employee, manager, owner and representative of the firm, and he is now the supervising professional of the firm. Mr. Dugas has entered into a Consent Order with the Board, wherein he admitted to unintentional violations of the above laws/rules and agreed to pay a fine of $500; to pay administrative costs of $438.97; to successfully complete the Board’s online Louisiana Laws and Rules Quiz and Louisiana Professionalism and Ethics Quiz; and to the publication of the Consent Order on the Board’s website, the printing of a summary of this matter by name in this publication, and the reporting of this matter by name to NCEES.

Peter A. Hilger, P.E., a professional engineer (PE-29229), was subject to disciplinary action by the Board for aiding or assisting another person in violating the laws and/or rules of the Board in violation of La. R.S. 37:698(A)(12). Between January 2015 and September 22, 2019 (a) Precision Engineering Group, LLC (an unlicensed firm) admittedly offered to provide engineering services in Louisiana and provided engineering service on 15 projects in Louisiana and (b) Mr. Hilger provided engineering services for the firm in Louisiana in connection with said proj-
We were disappointed that so many of our spring outreach projects around the country beginning May 1. Based on current state restrictions, Pearson Vue will reopen facilities starting June 1 and close on August 20. For fall, registrations for these exams will open on June 22, 23, and 24. Registration for spring renewals and applications for licensure while working from home, but do go to the office in small groups to tend to those needs. We handle the many phone calls and emails, as well as process the spring renewals and applications for licensure while working from home.

Due to the public health emergency, the NCEES PE paper and pencil exams scheduled for April were canceled and Pearson Vue, the vendor for CBT exams, was closed through April 30. NCEES plans to administer the PE paper and pencil exams this fall, over a 3 day period on October 22, 23, and 24. Registration for these exams will open on June 1 and close on August 20. For additional information on the October exam administration, go to https://ncees.org/october-2020-exam-administration-updates/

Message from the Executive Director

By Donna Sentell

In compliance with the Executive Order issued by Governor Edwards, the LAPELS office has been closed to the public since March 23. However, the LAPELS staff continues to be available to our licensees, our applicants and the public. We are all working from home, but do go to the office in small groups to tend to those duties that cannot be handled remotely.

It’s been amazing to watch the staff’s dedication and creative ways they have been able to communicate with each other and handle the many phone calls and emails, as well as process the spring renewals and applications for licensure while working from home.

Due to the public health emergency, the NCEES PE paper and pencil exams scheduled for April were canceled and Pearson Vue, the vendor for CBT exams, was closed through April 30.

We continue to process the spring renewals for individuals and firm and will send reminder emails to those of you renewing this fall. Most of the questions we field have to do with the CPD requirements and the need to obtain the requisite hours each calendar year. If you have questions on renewing your license and the rules regarding continuing professional development hours, please contact us at comments@lapels.com. You can also refer to our website for additional information on the January 2017 rule revision regarding CPD hours: https://www.lapels.com/docs/CPD/CPD_Audit_Transition_Examples.pdf

Things may not ever return to what we consider our old normal routines, as we continue to receive encouragement to ensure social distancing, wear a mask in public places, practice better hygiene, and all of the various health conscious practices so many of us are observing. Please be patient with us as we navigate this transition and know we are all making an effort to be responsive to you, our licensees. Hope you and yours are doing well and staying healthy.

Abdou M. Jaafar, P.E., a professional engineer (PE-32400), was subject to disciplinary action by the Board for aiding or assisting another person in violating the laws and/or rules of the Board in violation of La. R.S. 37:698(A)(12). Between January 2015 and September 22, 2019 (a) Precision Engineering Group, LLC (an unlicensed firm) admittedly offered to provide engineering services in Louisiana and provided engineering service on 15 projects in Louisiana and (b) Mr. Jaafar provided engineering services for the firm in Louisiana in connection with said projects. The firm subsequently became licensed as a professional engineering firm, effective September 23, 2019 (EF-6697). Mr. Jaafar was an employee, principal, owner and representative of the firm. Mr. Jaafar has entered into a Consent Order with the Board, wherein he admitted to the referenced violations of the above laws/rules and agreed to pay a fine of $500; to pay administrative costs of $549.43; to successfully complete the Board’s online Louisiana Laws and Rules Quiz and Louisiana Professionalism and Ethics Quiz; and to the publication of the Consent Order on the Board’s website, the printing of a summary of this matter by name in this publication, and the reporting of this matter by name to NCEES.

David B. Logan, P.E., a professional engineer (PE-39593), was subject to disciplinary action by the Board for making a false statement in applying for a renewal license with the Board in violation of La. R.S. 37:698(A)(11). In June 2018 the North Carolina board took disciplinary action against Mr. Logan for failing to notify that board of a license discipline within 30 days and submitting false information on a renewal form. In August 2019 Mr. Logan submitted to the Board his 2019 Louisiana professional engineer license renewal online, confirming thereon that (a) he had not been subject to disciplinary action by the licensing authority in another jurisdiction since his previous license renewal in 2017; (b) all information provided in his online renewal was true and correct to the best of his knowledge, information and belief and (c) an omission or untrue response may constitute fraud; deceit, material misstatement, perjury or the giving of false or forged evidence under the Board’s licensure law. Mr. Logan has entered into a Consent Order with the Board, wherein he admitted to the referenced violations of the above laws/rules and agreed to pay a fine of $1,000; to pay administrative costs of $896.17; to successfully complete the Board’s online Louisiana Laws and Rules Quiz and Louisiana Professionalism and Ethics Quiz; to the immediate suspension of his license if he fails to comply with any portion of this Consent Order, with said suspension continuing until he so complies; and to the publication of the Consent Order on the Board’s website, the printing of a summary of this matter by name in this publication, and the reporting of this matter by name to NCEES.
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LAND SURVEYOR INTERNS
Fernandez, Benjamin Ard, LSI
Rodrigue, Jacob Matthew, LSI

PROFESSIONAL SURVEYOR
Bourgeois, Scott Michael, PLS
Graves, Lea Ann, PLS
Janisse, James Lee, PLS
Kaley, April Forest, PLS
Morgan, Wayland Baine, PLS
Oakas, Daniel Tyler, PLS
Rowe, Terry Lee, PLS
Wiswell, Timothy Blair, PLS

SURVEYING FIRMS
Crosspoint Survey, LLC, VF
Gulf Coast Survey Solutions LLC, VF
GWS Engineering Consultants, LLC, VF
LJIA Surveying, Inc., VF
Odum Geomatics, LLC, VF
Survey Engineering Resources, LLC, VF

ENGINEER INTERNS
Acosta, Jeremy Jules, EI
Angé, John Francis, EI
Bailey, Carson Davis, EI
Barne’, Jonathan Daniel, EI
Bekkaye, Jasmine Hope, EI
Boudreaux, Nicholas Paul, EI
Bloyan, Zachary Quinn, EI
Broussard, Wade Joseph, EI
Bruno, Jacob Allen, EI
Buttitta, Nicholas Juliano, EI
Chan, Ka Pan, EI
Copper, Samuel Verduzco, EI
Corbin, Tyler Matthew, EI
Daniel, Emily Mary, EI
Decoteau, Cody Allen, EI
Deveraux, James Albert, EI
Dickson, Michael Scott, EI
Dinh, Huynh Duc Kevin, EI
Dionisio, Christian Thomas, EI
Dollar, Eric Joseph, EI
Dore, Colten John, EI
Doucet, Austin Ryan, EI
Drouin, Tucker Austin, EI
Dugas, Kyle Joseph, EI
Edwards, Kylund James, EI
Flores, Luis Jose, EI
Fontenot, Brandon Luke, EI
Fortier, Lindy Blair, EI
Foshee, Jeffrey Alan, EI
Franklin, Emily Kathryn, EI
Froba, Michael David, EI
Fuentes, Joseph Anthony, EI
Fuselier, Devin Blake, EI
Garner, Jordan Seth, EI
Garrison, Maxwel Eberhard, EI
Gauldreau, Kaleb Joseph, EI
Gonzalez, Elisa R., EI
Guerin, Austin S., EI
Hatten, Tyler Stephen, EI
Hayes, Koryy G., EI
Heath, Brian James, EI
Hebert, Kade Daniel, EI
Heintz, William T., EI
Helton, Drake E., EI
Heredia, Luís Carlos, EI
Huber, William Gabriel, EI
Hurm, Baillei Lee, EI
Hurtt, Kevin George, EI
Jackson, Jest Ellis, EI
James, Patrick Douglas, EI
Jesclard, Charles Virgil, EI
Kocken, Eric Norbert, EI
Lauck, Morgan McKissack, EI
Launstein, Brian Hamilton, EI
Lo, Viet Quoc, EI
Lodet, Seth James, EI
LoJeune, Joseph Michael, EI
LoJeune, Nicholas Damian, EI
Liu, Shuqian, EI
Mancuso, Koby Joseph, EI
Mascarenhas, Leander Franz, EI
McClung, Jeffery W., EI
McNally, Brad Robert, EI
Melano, Teche James, EI
Mejia, Azam Shoab, EI
Morel, Makalia Elize, EI
Morris, Victorija Ashley, EI
Mote, Shokhar Rf, EI
Mucino-Sanchez, Veronique, EI
Myers, Thomas Levi, EI
Nelson, Jon, EI
Nettles, Andrew Kenneth, EI
Nguyen, Jonathan Thal-Dinh, EI
Nodler, Robert Ferdinando, EI
Patel, Kapal D., EI
Pathak, Manoj, EI
Pfister, Melinda Janiel, EI
Polk, Cameron Joseph, EI
Pousson, Charles Andrew, EI
Richmond, Jackson Edward, EI
Roesler, Ryan Jeffrey, EI
Ryland, Kyle Chandler, EI
Segura, Dominic Matthew, EI
Smith, Ian Mathew, EI
Spadoni, Chelesie Renee-Pauline, EI
Stelly, Daniel Ross, EI
Stevens, Keith David, EI
Tetreau, Adam, EI
Tran, Dzung Hoang, EI
Vancel, Aaron James, EI
Velazquez, Angel, EI
Vidal, Valerie Michelle, EI
Welch, Derek Edward, EI
Welch, Joseph Jacob, EI
Welser, Lucas Arthur Philip, EI
Yancay, Patrick Henry, EI
Ybarra, Derek Michael, EI

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERS
Abraham, Ahin, PE
Adams, Andrew Todd, PE
Adel, Michael Scott, PE
Agar, Justin James, PE
Albritton, Robert Allen, PE
Armstrong, Steven Blake, PE
Arnechea, Ricardo Jose, PE
Ashcraft, Mike L., PE
Babin, Gerald Paul, PE
Bamberger, William Keith, PE
Barger, Mark Alan, PE
Barnes, Christopher James, PE
Barrileaux, James Edward, PE
Beignaud, Binyi Elliot, PE
Benvenita, M. Mae, PE
Bernard, James Charles, PE
Beyer, William Edward, PE
Bivens, Jason Dean, PE
Blanchard, Clay M., PE
Bolo, Ronford Cassey, PE
Booth, Stephen Andrew, PE
Bothe, John Thomas, PE
Boucher, Brandon Rush, PE
Bourgeois, Candy James, PE
Bourgeois, Eric John, PE
Bogue, Brent Austin, PE
Bragg, Jeremy Joshua, PE
Bragle, Patrick Michael, PE
Brignac, Eric Matthew, PE
Brooks, Lavon Jeanette, PE
Broussard, Dylan Walsh, PE
Brown, Allen Edward, PE
Brown, Nicholas Wayne, PE
Buckman, Brandon William, PE
Buehler, Christopher Scott, PE
Bullock, Wesley Oliver, PE
Burt, Michael Noah, PE
Callegari, Michael Bordelon, PE
Campo Osorio, Carlos Andres, PE
Canales, Jose R., PE
Caster, James Phillip, PE
Chabot, James A., PE
Chiariulli, Eugene Emil, PE
Christ, Zachary Phillips, PE
Cohen, Jeffrey Stephen, PE
Comeaux, Walter St. Julien, PE
Conger, James Preston, PE
Cook, Tyler Edward, PE
Costigan, James William Henry, PE
Cowden, Robert Edward, PE
Cox, John Joseph, PE
Crews, Randall Shane, PE
Cross, Linda June, PE
Crumley, Scott M., PE
Cutcliff, Amber Miller, PE
Dantin, Marshall Edward, PE

Davidson, Thomas Aaron, PE
Davis, Kyle Wayne, PE
Davis, Michael, PE
Davis, William Lee, PE
Dehimi, Amir Hossein, PE
Decker, Brian Michael, PE
Die, Adorumn M., PE
Dillard, Brandon Robert, PE
Dinkel, Gabriel Thomas, PE
Dolan, Matthew Thomas, PE
Domingue, Christopher Todd, PE
Dore, Kevin Eugene, PE
Dortzbach, Joshua Timothy, PE
Dowden, Paul Thomas, PE
Dower, Wayne Woldon, PE
Drumheller, Paul W., PE
Dubourg, Mary Claire, PE
Duhanon, Matthew Jules, PE
Dunn, Ashley Liston, PE
Dunn, Nicole B., PE
Dye, Todd Wilson, PE
Ellis, Jeffrey Riley, PE
Eng, Andrew Hae, PE
Erickson, Ryan R., PE
Espino, Luis A., PE
Everhard, Elijah Mahlem, PE
Ewando, Marcus Nail, PE
Falgoust, Jordan Paul, PE
Femister, Jeffrey R., PE
Fischer, Mark Daniel, PE
Fitch, LeeAnn Ronee, PE
Flanagan, Matthew Reece, PE
Fontaine, Amelia Walther, PE
Frederick, Isaac Paul, PE
Fulk, Michael Eric, PE
Gaarder, Matthew Philip, PE
Garcia-Glassescoc, Jeremy Wayne, PE
Garnier, David Morgan, PE
Garon, Matthew Michael, PE
Gasoien, Tina Marie Buras, PE
Geider, Patrick Joseph, PE
Geoffroy, Garrett Micheal, PE
George, Henry Christopher, PE
Gervais, Patricia Maurice, PE
Gilsdorf, Michael Glen, PE
Giror, Kevin Gerard, PE
Gogoi, Samar, PE
Gonzalez-Rodiles, Jorge, PE
Gooding, Robert Chase, PE
Graf, Will Edward, PE
Granger, Valerie R., PE
Green, Johnathan Edward, PE
Green, Michael James, PE
Guedeshoefter, Otto C., PE
Guldrey, Caleb David, PE
Guldrey, Julia Blaise, PE
Guzeck, James Jordan, PE
Haas, Michael Eric, PE
Hadfield, Brian Allen, PE
Haley, Kevin Matthew, PE
continued on page 7
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Harman, Joseph Matthew, PE
Harrison, Jeremy Douglas, PE
Hatchco, Daryl Franklin, PE
Hedlesky, Philip Roger, PE
Henry, James Hunter, PE
Herman, David Eugene, PE
Hightown, Rory Colin, PE
Hoffmann, Marc Alexander, PE
Holman, Henry Flowers, PE
Holmes, Cory James, PE
Honoré, Jacques Anthony, PE
Hopkins, Mark Edward, PE
Houseman, Christie Hutchison, PE
Huandra, Rusti, PE
Hudspeth, Lucas Allen, PE
Husby, Britton Duane, PE
Ireland, Chad Eric, PE
Ishmael, Ronald Ray, PE
Jrunico, Jose Antonio, PE
Jarrell, Derek Allen, PE
Johnson, Alexander Edwin, PE
Johnson, Donald Paul, PE
Keith, David Ryan James, PE
Keller, Gerald James, PE
Keller, Sean Michael, PE
Kiely, Patrick Dennis, PE
Killebrew, Wesley Thomas, PE
King, Adam Keith, PE
Killebrew, Matthew Poyer, PE
Kocsis, Carl Eric, PE
Kollasch, Zachary Joseph, PE
Krakos, Malcolm L., PE
Kragle, Tyler Joseph, PE
Kromenhet, Brian P., PE
Lampe, Brandon Charles, PE
Lapinarte, John Philip, PE
Law, Adam David, PE
Lee, Daryl James, PE
Lenke, Robert Leroy, PE
Linderman, Steven Allen, PE
Mastri, Jillian Stevens, PE
Mahoney, Nicholas John, PE
Ma, Kiet Lo Thanh, PE
Malagon, Mark Christopher, PE
Manawi, Wahid, PE
Marathe, Arvind Sanatkumar, PE
Marino, Taylor Christopher, PE
Marsden, Jared Kent, PE
Martin, Michael Todd, PE
Matdey, Daryl Robert, PE
Mazur, Steven Masters, PE
McCabe, Jeremy Patrick, PE
McCrea, Brenton Matthew, PE
McDaniel, Ryan Patrick, PE
McDowell, Joshua Dale, PE
McDowell, Michael Bryant, PE
McElvaney, Clark Norman, PE
Meadows, Joseph Elias, PE
Merlino, Erik Joseph, PE
Middleton, Sean Robert, PE
Meat, Thomas Jefferson, PE
Moghaddam, Rezbeh Bandeh, PE
Moham, Ram Krishna, PE
Morse, Aaron Benjamin, PE
Mowinski, Theodore, PE
Mullins, Randall Blake, PE
Narayanaswamy, Muthukumar, PE
Naylor, Michael D., PE
Naylor, Warren Dean, PE
Nettles, James Alfred, PE
Nicola, Robinson Prince, PE
Norton, Brian James, PE
Oblender, Scott Eric, PE
Olson, David Taylor, PE
Page, Edward Gill, PE
Palermo, John Paul, PE
Parr, Andrew James, PE
Patel, Manoj Kumar, PE
Patil, Sandeep Narayann, PE
Patrick, Michael Darren, PE
Pearce, Brandon Morelle, PE
Pendse, Rahul Subhash, PE
Penney, Joseph Lee, PE
Percle, Ryan James, PE
Perkins, Miranda Virdine, PE
Peterson, Scott Ryan, PE
Phaup, William Faaland, PE
Phoulitack, Christfor Thanin, PE
Pickoran, Khrahn, PE
Pitalic, Carl Eric, PE
Pollack, Zachary Joseph, PE
Prakash, Mukkara Venkata, PE
Prater, Titus Monroe, PE
Prejean, Reza Benjamin, PE
Praios, Thomas George, PE
Pucylovskiy, Zane Chadwick, PE
Puleo, Shawn Michael, PE
Qin, Wenkai, PE
Quigley, Matthew Poyer, PE
Rabjerg, Kamran Mohseni, Kenneth, PE
Ramoutar, Reeha Devika, PE
Randolph, Stephen, PE
Ranson, Aaron Michael Henry, PE
Reece, Randy Blake, PE
Reuther, James Mitchell, PE
Robbins, Thomas Anthony, PE
Robichaux, Lance Charles, PE
Robinson, Christopher L., PE
Rodl, Kori K., PE
Rodriguez, Leo Emil, PE
Rodriguez, Ramil Jimenez, PE
Rogalla, Ernest A., PE
Rogers, Natalie Sigoby, PE
Roof, Gregory Scott, PE
Rucchiola, Joseph Mario, PE
Sadik, Zane Adam, PE
Samson, Christopher Ferdinand, PE
Sanders, Russell Wade, PE
Schaper, Andrew James, PE
Scheffler, Jennifer, PE
Schlumberger, David Martin, PE
Schneider, Michael Jarod, PE
Schrenk, Brandon Shepard, PE
Scott, Jeffrey William, PE
Scott, Ryan J., PE
Sears, Timothy Andrew, PE
Sehati, Reza, PE
Sellers, Alicia Rae, PE
Semeniuk, Bailey Rae, PE
Sharan, Benjamin Russell, PE
Shay, Nathan Michael, PE
Shaffer, Jeffery Michael, PE
Shields, Cody Earl, PE
Shipe, Kyle G., PE
Siemore, Ethan Quade, PE
Slaton, Chad Xavier, PE
Smith, Andrew Neal, PE
Smith, David Ryan, PE
Smith, Ronald Alan, PE
Sokolow, Shaun Timothy, PE
Sombart, Lisa Jones, PE
Springer, Clayton Edward, PE
St Romain, Justin Michael, PE
Stern, Alice E., PE
Steiner, Matthew Robert, PE
Steinmetz, Andrew Karl, PE
Stephenson, Wayne Aaron, PE
Streeter, Aaron Jason, PE
Story, Tammy Cooley, PE
Talkosapalli, Srinath Rao, PE
Tate, Jared Mark, PE
Thibodeaux, Brett Foster, PE
Thurmond, Patrick Andrew, PE
Tillibe, Eby Bekele, PE
Tohid, Usama, PE
Tran, Jason Alan, PE
Tran, Katherine Ashley, PE
Trifias, Eric Frank, PE
Tsai, Ying-Chi, PE
Tuttman, Michael Jon, PE
Urbanak, Adam, PE
Usery, Christopher Ray, PE
Uttroska, Steven Garrett, PE
Vail, Amber Thyme, PE
Van Hala, Mark Douglas, PE
Vaxenxhoven, Joseph James, PE
Veliz, Ismael, PE
Vinson, James Lamar, PE
Vitt, Kaitlyn Thomas, PE
Vogel, Sherry L., PE
Vogel, Robby L., PE
Waltz, Jacob Allon, PE
Walden, Reginald LeDon, PE
Wallin, Patrick Charles, PE
Walter, Charles Dale, PE
Wanner, James Craig, PE
Weaver, Dan Travis, PE
Weigand, Emily M., PE
Weinbaum, Michael Joseph, PE
Whitaker, Brian Charles, PE
Wibbom, Aaron D., PE
Wilder, Cory Alan, PE
William, John Robert, PE
Williams, Calvin Ray, PE
Wong, Kai Chi, PE
Wood, Allison Michelle, PE
Wood, Steven Ray, PE
Woodham, Samuel Riley, PE
Wright, Ethan James, PE
Wright, Timothy Eric, PE
Wynn, Casper Jay, PE
Yates, Jonathan William, PE
Yeranosyan, Vatchagan, PE
Yoney, Stephen D., PE
Zaunick, James Anthony, PE

ENGINEERING FIRMS
SH Engineering, LLC, EF
AECOM Power & E&C, Inc., EF
Aquatic Design & Engineering, Inc., EF
AXIS Engineering, LLC, EF
Borton-Lawson Engineering, Inc., EF
Car-Pa Electric, Inc., EF
Ced Technologies International, EF
Cenergy, LLC of West Virginia, EF
Centro Resources, LLC, EF
Civil Solutions / Wagner Engineering, LLC, EF
Crews Engineering, Inc., EF
D.G. Koch Associates LLC, EF
Daily Engineering Consultants, LLC, EF
Dickerson Engineering, Inc., EF
DSPC Engineers, P.C., Inc., EF
Environmental Works, Inc. of Missouri, EF
Epix Engineering, LLC, EF
Facility Engineering Services, PA, Inc., EF
Frankfort-Short-Bruza Associates, P.C., A Professional Corporation, EF
Gardner Engineering and Resources, LLC, EF
GWS Engineering Consultants, LLC, EF
Hugnate Engineering, P.C. Professional Corporation, EF
Innovative Technology Engineering, LLC, EF
Jacobs Telecommunications Inc., EF
La Terre Engineering, LLC, EF
Lawrence Forensic Engineering, PLLC, EF
m2 Structural, LLC, EF
MAP Design Group, LLC, EF
Mears Group, Inc., EF
Michaud, Coxey, Erickson & Associates, LLC, EF
MINC LF, EF
Phoenix Engineering and Consulting, Inc, EF
Quality Execution, Inc., EF
Quick Tie Products, Inc., EF
Sanborn, Head & Associates, Inc., EF
SNC-Lavalin Constructors, Inc., EF
Sound Structures Inc., EF
Southern Shores Engineering, LLC, EF
Special Inspections, LLC, EF
Star Service, Inc., EF
Structured, LLC of Tennessee, EF
Survey Engineering Resources, LLC, EF
The Osborne Engineering Company, EF
Vidar's of Florida, Inc, EF
Vitvig & Associates, P.L.L.C., EF
EXPIRED  •  2019

Certificates and Licenses for the following individuals and firms expired September 30, 2019. If this is not correct, please contact us.

Benson, Robert, PE
Brown, Larry, PE
Camps, Brian, PE
Chester, Michael, PE
Collins, W. Paul, PE
Dawson, Danny, PE
Dowling, Matthew, PE
Hargrave, Phillip, PE
Henderson, Stephen, PE
Jennings, Matthew, PE
Keating, Michael, PE
Lalonde, Todd, PE
Lewis, Richard, PE
Lynn, Jason, PE
Mills, Joseph, PE
Nicholson, Timothy, PE
Peters, Robert, PE
Ritchie, Philip, PE
Rogers, Jeffrey, PE
Sanford, Steven, PE
Sturman, Robert, PE
Thomas, Clement, PE
Wells, John, PE
Young, James, PE

ENGINEERING FIRMS
A & A Engineering, Civil and Structural Engineers, Ltd., LLC
Columbia Engineering Services & Services, LLC
Excell Communications, Inc.
Farewell Engineering, LLC
Floyd & Bard Engineering, Inc.
Ge-Science, Incorporated
Gilbert Engineering Services, LLC
EHS Solutions, LLC
Envoltz, LLC
Forsythe, Inc.

ENGINEERING FIRMS (Continued)
Fletcher Lifeline Systems, Inc., LLC
Fry Engineering, Inc.
Gulf Coast Consulting Engineers, LLC
Hayes, Larry E., PE
Wheeler, Theodore, PE
Williams, Brian Scott, PE
Young, James, PE
As I write this message the world is engulfed in the COVID-19 pandemic. For most of us these are unprecedented and challenging times. I believe things will eventually get back to normal, it may be a new normal, but life will go on. Being part of the construction and transportation industries, engineering was deemed essential and therefore remote work, social distancing and virtual meetings has become the standard during these times.

The legislature also recessed for an extended period in response to the Coronavirus. When they return, the focus will be on the items that are needed for the State to function which may mean some of the items of interest to LES will not be heard during the 2020 Regular Session. Many are predicting a Special Session to address the bills which could not be heard in the abbreviated Regular session. LES will remain diligent protecting the engineering profession.

We are still planning to hold our General Membership Meeting in Kinder, LA on June 4, 2020. We will also have PDH opportunities in conjunction with the 2nd Annual LA Transportation Partners Golf Tournament. You should have received information on how to register for those events. If not, please contact the LES State office. We hope to see you there!

You have all heard this before, but my year as LES President has flown by too rapidly. Unfortunately, other commitments limited how much time I was able to dedicate to LES and for that I offer my apologies. I must first thank Brenda and all of her LES staff. They are the backbone of LES and keep everything on track. I must also thank everyone I served with on the Board of Directors, specifically the Presidents during my tenure on the Board; Alan, Heather, Glenn, Byron and Josh. You were all excellent leaders and examples of what service back to the profession means. I will again close with a story of someone who greatly shaped my professional life. My first engineering job was at Brown & Butler, Inc which was a small civil/surveying firm that Mr. Carter Brown had just sold to three long time employees, but still came into the office. Mr. Brown was very active in several organizations and informed me early in my employment that I would be attending a LES/ASCE meeting with him. I told him I did not want to go because I was young and did not know many people. His reply was “I don’t remember asking you” so I went to that meeting and many others with Mr. Brown. What he instilled in me lives today, serve the profession by giving back your time for the engineers that follow. I challenge each of you to search for your Mr. Brown and seek opportunities to give back to the engineering profession. Thank you for allowing me to serve as your 2019-20 LES President.

Christopher Knotts, P.E.
Louisiana Engineering Society President

---

**STATEMENT FROM THE BOARD**

We understand that this is a very challenging time for all of us. As we are a group of Professional Engineers confronting this unprecedented global health crisis, our board and staff are grateful for your continued support, and you are in our thoughts and prayers.

If there is anything, we can do for you professionally or personally, please know that we are here for you. Feel free to e-mail or phone as we would like to hear from you during this time of social distancing.

We all need to help one another during this time.

**Stay safe and well!**

Sincerely,

The LES Board of Direction
Welcome New Members

Alexandria Chapter
Tucker A. Drouin, EI Under 30
Mark Peter Lemoine, PE

Baton Rouge Chapter
Ruwa Murad AluFarsak, EI Under 30
Brian M. Baker, PE
Keith Adam Bange, PE
Jonathan Daniel Barre’, EI
Asleigh Williamson Bell, EI
Christian Hardy Bethea, EI Under 30
Byron A. Bourgeois, Student
Nicholas Joseph Burke, EI Under 30
Matthew Blake Clossener, EI
Christina Hoang Dang, EI Under 30
Jeremy Scott Davey, PE
Thomas Aaron Davison, PE
Joseph Edmond Douglas, PE
Patrick Lawson Downs, EI
Mario Durbic, EI
Sai Eddanapadi, PE
Norman Daniel Eger, EI
Henry C. Eyre, Jr., PE
John M. Fage, PE
Christina M. Florez, PE
Jeffrey Alan Foshee, EI Under 30
Todd Matthew Foster, PE
Daniel John Gates, EI Under 30
Kaleb Joseph Gautreaux, EI Under 30
Sara I. Grazsch, EI Under 30
Thomas R. Griggs, PE
Jeremy Kyle Harris, PE
Brian James Heath, EI
Dalton Honorell, PE
Brennan Gilbert Hughes, PE
Andrew S. Hyde, Student
Peter Elliot James, EI Under 30
Taylor E. Kelley, Student
Krista Kemper, Individual Sustaining
Wesley Thomas Killebrew, PE
Jarmon Everett King, II, EI
Brennan J. Lacour, Student
Viet Quoc Lee, EI Under 30
Edward Joseph Lynch, IV, PE
Saurabh Mathur, EI
Kevin Richard McLaughlin, PE
Logan Paul Michel, PE
Azam Shaolb Moji, EI Under 30
Seth Alan Mosley, EI Under 30
Jon Nelson, EI Under 30
Amishkumar Bhavandas Patel, PE
Rahul Subhash Pendse, PE
Kevin Sanjay Persad, EI
Melinda Janiel Pfister, EI Under 30
Carl Eric Polito, PE
Masood Rasoulian, PE
Chase Richardson Rawson, PE
Kori K. Rodi, PE
Jody Rogers-White, PE
Alicia Rae Sellers, PE
Ian Matthew Smith, EI Under 30
Ashley Marie Smithers, EI Under 30
William Alfred Spenceer, Ill, EI Under 30
Adam Demarco Steed, PE
Daniel Ross Stelly, EI Under 30
Stephen Allen Tassin, PE
Noah Christian Dwyer Taylor, EI Under 30
Brett Foster Thibodeaux, PE
Yangbin Tong, EI
Andrew Benjamin Toups, PE
William Evron Tujague, EI
Phuong A. Vu, EI Under 30
Randy Wells, EI Under 30
Robert Wilson Willie, PE
Casey Alexis Wood, PE
Mengjui Ye, PE
Cameron Gray Ysidron, EI Under 30
Fuguo Zhou, Ph.D., PE

Bayou Chapter
Nicholas Paul Boudreaux, EI
William Lee Davis, PE
Udayan Menon, PE
Grant R. Oubre, Student
Amelia Finn Simpson, PE

Lafayette Chapter
Gordon Mitch Andrus, PE
Abdullah A. Al Ansari, Student
Stan Aramb, PE
Matthew Barras, PE
Brinn Elliot Begnaud, PE
Derek Matthew Boutin, EI Under 30
Dylan Walsh Broussard, PE
John Michael Carroll, EI
Eugene Emil Chiarulli, III, PE
Abram A. Colgin, Student
Walter Comeaux, IV, PE
Trey L. Cotten, Student
Christopher Todd Domingue, PE
Doyle Patrick Donaldson, Student
Colten John Dore, EI Under 30
Austin Ryan Doucet, EI Under 30
Brandon Luke Fontenot, EI Under 30
Jeremy P, Fontenot, PE
Andy Allen Gardner, PE
Jerry Grooms, PE
Jordan Kade Guillotte, EI Under 30
Terrence C. Hicks, Student
Lucas Allen Hudspeth, PE
Daniel Hutchinson, PE

continued on page 13
Alexandria Chapter

By: Oliver Neal, PE

The Alexandria Chapter has had two very informative meetings since the new year. We had a presentation on the Sanitary Code changes from the Louisiana Department of Health as well as a plant tour of a local fabrication facility, Hayes Manufacturing.

Unfortunately, we were not able to meet in April due to the Covid-19 pandemic and are unsure if we will be able to meet in May. Our fingers are crossed in hopes that we will be able to proceed with our Mathcounts golf tournament fundraiser in the latter part of June.

I sincerely hope that our members are healthy and that these trying times will soon be in the past.

Baton Rouge Chapter

By: Kevin Beyer, PE

The Baton Rouge Chapter hopes that all our members have been staying safe and healthy during this COVID19 pandemic. The BR Chapter was fortunate to be able to host a few events in February including our E-Week luncheon and E-Week Celebration. During these events, LES was able to provide four (4) scholarships to LSU and SU engineering students and four (4) local LES BR Chapter awards (2 State award winners!) to some well deserving engineers within our community!

Although the BR Chapter’s recent and upcoming events will be hindered by the COVID19 circumstances, our board members are working to modify and/or reschedule upcoming events. We look forward to getting our members back together soon. In the meantime, stay safe.

Lafayette Chapter

By: Keith St. Germain, PE

I want to start out by extending thoughts and prayers to all those affected by the current Covid-19 pandemic. Recent events have not only had a significant effect on the events of our chapter but also in the daily lives of all of our members. Unfortunately, we have had to cancel luncheons for last month and this month as well. Our annual crawfish boil has also been postponed until further notice.

On a lighter note, we are looking to fill our position of chapter vice president. If anyone would like to volunteer, knows someone, or would like to discuss the position and what it entails, please let me know. I can be reached at 337-326-0781.

Thank you for all your continued cooperation and participation in our chapter. Stay safe.

Lake Charles Chapter

By: James Geihsler, PE

Thanks to all the members that have checked-in with each other and have continued to support and work with LES during the last several months. To supplement our monthly meetings that have had difficulty meeting recently, the chapter will work to schedule several virtual lunch and learn events during May and June to assist on catching up with PDH’s. If you are a local member and wish to present, please contact me. These presentations should last approximately 50 minutes and be on topics appropriate for PDH credit.

I wish to encourage our chapter members to attend the yearly LES Membership Meeting and Golf Tournament. This will be held at Koasati Pines at Coushatta Casino Resort on June 4th-5th in Kinder, LA. Kinder is within a one-hour drive from Lake Charles and will be very convenient for members to attend the membership luncheon, seminars and/or golf tournament. By attending the one-day seminar and membership meeting on June 4th, you will be able to obtain approximately 6 PDHs. The optional golf tournament follows on June 5th.

Our chapter would like to announce two local scholarship winners selected by the LEF sponsored scholarship program. The Dr. Thomas Leary / LES Lake Charles Chapter scholarship has been awarded to Sangam Chapagain. He is a Junior majoring in Mechanical Engineering at McNeese State University with a 3.96 grade point average. The NSPE Hurricane Rita scholarship was awarded to another Lake Charles area student. The recipient is Allison Hill from Sulphur, Louisiana. She is a Junior majoring in Chemical Engineering at Louisiana Tech University with a 4.0 grade point average.

We plan to resume our monthly meetings in the near future. Until we resume, please consider volunteering to present for a remote lunch and learn. For additional chapter meeting information including opportunities to volunteer for local events or to be added to the email list, please feel free to call James Geihsler, P.E. at (985) 856-9835.
New Orleans Chapter  By: Raoul Chauvin, PE

I am writing this message under one of the most profound and strangest times our country and world has ever seen. To slow the spread of COVID-19, citizens throughout the country have been asked to isolate themselves from others. This has resulted in the temporary elimination of all in-person mass gatherings, including schools, sporting events, religious gatherings, and for many people, work. As such, the New Orleans Chapter has not been very active. Our last monthly meeting was in mid-February and featured Dr. Ehab Meselhe of the Tulane River-Coastal Science and Engineering Department. His topic, "How River and Coastal Engineering Research at Tulane is helping the Louisiana Coast and the Mississippi River" was informative and pertinent. Dr. Meselhe is a Licensed Civil Engineer and a specialist in hydraulics, coastal and river computer modeling. The meeting was also a joint meeting with the Society of Tulane Engineers (STE).

As we do every year, the New Orleans chapter selected (4) worthy students to present a $1,000 scholarship award. The awards will be presented in May to the recipients.

If you have not done so, please register for the 2nd Annual LA Transportation Partners Golf Tournament on June 5 and Sponsored by the Louisiana Engineering Foundation (LEF). All proceeds to benefit the LEF Scholarship Fund. The tournament will be held at KOASATI PINES AT COUSHATTA, KINDER, LA. More information is available at the state website (les-state.org)

Scholarship Committee Report

By: Susan H. Richard, P.E., Committee Chair

This spring, LES provided three $900 scholarships to engineering students from Louisiana engineering colleges. The scholarship winners were selected based on their financial need, their academic achievements and their participation in student engineering, civic and community service organizations. Funds for these scholarships came from the dues check off contributions of LES members and individual donations; one was funded through the Louisiana Engineering Foundation scholarship that was established by LES. We commend these individuals for their hard work.

Eighteen applications were received from the deans at six of Louisiana’s seven colleges of engineering.

THE SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS WERE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELIZABETH ZORICH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LSU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEF Endowment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MADISON TERRO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UL Lafayette</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DARCELL EAST</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Southern</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We encourage all members to support engineering scholarship funding by attending the 2nd Annual LA Transportation Partners Golf Tournament at Koasati Pines at Coushatta, Kinder, LA on Friday, June 5, 2020.

This event, along with the dues check-off on your dues statement, raises money for scholarships! Your contributions help ensure that engineering education continues to thrive in Louisiana.
MEET LUKE MILLER

Mr. Luke Miller, P.E. is a practicing Professional Engineer in the State of Louisiana and is presently a Project Engineer with Meyer, Meyer, LaCroe & Hixson (MML&H) in Alexandria, LA. Luke is a 2006 graduate of Louisiana Tech University with a Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering.

Luke worked for Garver Engineers in Little Rock, AR before moving back home to Louisiana in 2009. He earned his professional engineering license in 2011 and began working at MML&H in August of 2011. His professional experience includes design and project management on a variety of structural and civil engineering projects.

Luke was introduced to LES in 2010 and has been an active member of the Alexandria Chapter ever since. After serving as Secretary/Treasurer, 2nd Vice President, 1st Vice President, and President of the Alexandria chapter, Luke served as a State Director for the LES State Board and currently serves as the First Vice President. He is also the chairman of the Alexandria Chapter’s MATHCOUNTS Golf Tournament and Scholarship committees.

Luke is a native of Alexandria, LA and currently lives in Alexandria. Luke, Kadie, Gabe (age 10), and Natalie (age 3) are members of First United Methodist Church of Alexandria.

NEW MEMBERS CONTINUED

Chance Aubrey Janice, EI Under 30
Spencer Lee Johnson, EI
Tyler Joseph Kragle, PE
Olivia Ann LeHaye, EI Under 30
Clint Manue, PE
Taylor N. Matte, Student
Jase A. Myorga, Student
Madison Claire Neill, EI Under 30
William J. Oliver, Jr., PE
Earl Paddock, PE
John Page, PE
Ross Benjamin Prejean, PE
Alfred L. Reaux, PE
Reid Romero, PE
Mark Savoy, OE
Carson Joseph Schexnaider, PE
Brody Schneider, EI Under 30
Alexander Ross Spikes, EI
David Lee Tautkus, EI Under 30
Charles Mike Webre, PE
Calvin Ray Williamson, PE
Stanley Young, PE

Lake Charles Chapter
Matthew Jules Duhon, EI
Mark A. Fitchie, EI Under 30
William Fisher Hamilton, EI Under 30
Philip Roger Hedlesky, PE
Derek Allen Jarrell, EI
Alyssa K. Johnson, Student
Gary J. Johnson, PE
Blake Austin McRight, EI Under 30
Kenneth Thomas Sigmund, EI Under 30
Hong Truong, Student

Monroe Chapter
Nicholas J. Butitta, EI Under 30
Christian Thomas Dionisio, EI Under 30
Cameron Joseph Polk, EI Under 30
Ronald Alan Smith, Jr., PE
Ashley Michelle Tucker, PE
Jonathan Patrick Wheelis, PE

New Orleans Chapter
Emily E. Adoue, Student
Destin Jacob Bailey, EI Under 30
Lewis Jacob-Lyn Bernard, PE
Eric John Bourgeois, PE
Zachary Quinn Boylan, EI Under 30
Wesley Oliver Bullock, PE
Andrew Braddock Burns, EI
Claudio Miguel Campo, EI Under 30
Doyle Paul Carroll, PE
Gauri Gorakshanath Chandore, EI Under 30
Samuel Verduzzo Copper, EI Under 30
Dario Cутура, EI Under 30
Taylor Michelle Daigle, PE
Jhamal Joseph Davis, PE
Lisa Maria de la Fuente, EI Under 30
Jean-Paul Jude Detiege, PE
James Albert Devereux, Jr., EI Under 30
Huy nh Kevin Dinh, EI Under 30
Emmaline Marie Edwards, EI Under 30
Kylind James Edwards, EI Under 30
Ryan R. Erickson, PE
Mark Daniel Fischer, PE
Luis Jose Flores, EI Under 30
Matthew Thomas Fontenot, EI Under 30
Katherine Grace Gambel, EI Under 30
Matthew Michael Garon, PE
Tina Marie Buras Gassen, EI
Brennan Steven Genusa, EI Under 30
Jonathan Colville Giardina, EI Under 30
John Landon Goodin, PE
Charles Edward Grenier, Jr., EI Under 30
Ahmed Hamed, EI
Peter Aton Heausler, EI Under 30
Justin Michael Helm, EI Under 30
Chad Raymond Hrapmann, PE
Jacob Paul Jones, EI
Brenton Michael Jones, PE
Stephen Paul Joubert, PE
Daniel L. Kinchen, EI Under 30
Andrew Michael Larmeu, EI Under 30
Lila Jean Lasecki, PE
Alex M. LeBlanc, EI Under 30
Also Lazzaro Leon, III, EI
Jeremy Patrick McAslin, PE
Benjamin Chapman Menard, EI Under 30
Jena Nicole Milliner, PE

Stephen Lawrence Mitchell, II, EI Under 30
Malakia Elize Morel, EI Under 30
Andrew Kenneth Nettles, EI Under 30
Jonathan Thai-Dinh Nguyen, EI Under 30
Donald Olson, PE
Kelly B. Radecker, PE
James Mitchell Reuther, PE
Mitchell Dennis Roniger, PE
Michael Mario Sangillo, EI Under 30
Andrew Parker Schonekas, PE
Ian Findly Sharpe, PE
Mark Bryan Smith, PE
Shaun Timothy Sockwell, PE
Patrick Andrew Thurmond, PE
Dzung Hoang Tran, EI
Mark Douglas Van Hala, PE
Brittany Joy Vegso, PE
Kaitlyn Thomas Whyte, EI Under 30
Cassie Anne Wehner, EI Under 30
John Thomas Whyte, EI Under 30
Lucas Arthur Philip Wieser, EI Under 30
Andrew Jules Williams, IV, PE
Samuel Rileys Woodham, III, PE
Mark Yeung, PE
Robert C. Adamson, PE
COURT E. Armstrong, Student
Juan V. Garcia, PE
Melissa Bautista Little, PE
Paul Nelson, Individual Sustaining
Alc Max Ohler, PE
Oluronke T. Osibajo, PE
John Thomas Whyte, EI Under 30
Robert Nile Scheeler, PE

Shreveport Chapter
Jana Edel Torralba Asuncion, EI Under 30
Carson Davis Bailey, EI Under 30
Michael Scott Dickson, EI Under 30
Katrina Olson Durbin, PE
Ranadeep Rava, EI Under 30
Nicholas F. Verret, Jr., PE
Timothy Eric Wright, PE

Non-Resident Chapter
Ranadeep Rava, EI Under 30
Shreveport Chapter
Jana Edel Torralba Asuncion, EI Under 30
Carson Davis Bailey, EI Under 30
Michael Scott Dickson, EI Under 30
Katrina Olson Durbin, PE
Ranadeep Rava, EI Under 30
Nicholas F. Verret, Jr., PE
Timothy Eric Wright, PE
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LES General Membership Meeting and PDH Seminars
June 4, 2020
In conjunction with
2nd Annual LA Transportation Partners Golf Tournament
Koasati Pines at Coushatta
300 Koasati Drive
Kinder, LA 70648

Morning Session – 9:00 AM - 11:50 AM
Topics Include:
- Session 1 - TBD
- Session 2 - TBD
- Session 3 - TBD

Afternoon Session – 1:30 PM - 4:20 PM
Topics Include:
- Session 1 - TBD
- Session 2 - TBD
- Session 3 - TBD

All Day Session – 9:00 AM - 4:20 PM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MEMBER RATE</th>
<th>NON - MEMBER RATE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Morning Session (3 hours) $70</td>
<td>□ Morning Session (3 hours) $120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Afternoon Session (3 hours) $70</td>
<td>□ Afternoon Session (3 hours) $120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ Both Sessions (6 hours) $140</td>
<td>□ Both Sessions (6 hours) $240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

LES ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP MEETING LUNCHEON: NOON - 1:30 PM
FREE LUNCH to Members. Attendance is encouraged. How many will attend? __________
Note: A block of tee times has been reserved for those attending the General Membership Meeting
Call Koasati Pines at (337) 738-4777 and state that you are attending the "LES SEMINAR" to reserve those tee times

Name: ________________________________
Address: ________________________________
City: __________________ State: _______ Zip: ____________
Phone #: ___________________________ Email: __________________
Card No: ___________________________ Exp: _______ CVV: _______
Signature: __________________________ Billing Zip: ____________

Sorry, no refunds will be given after May 18, 2020

Please mail with check or fax credit card information to:
Louisiana Engineering Society
9643 Brookline Avenue, Suite 116, Baton Rouge, LA 70809
Phone (225)924-2021/Fax (225)924-2049
Or visit our website, www.les-state.org for online registration information
LES General Membership Meeting and PDH Seminars
June 4, 2020
In conjunction with
2nd Annual LA Transportation Partners Golf Tournament
Koasati Pines at Coushatta
300 Koasati Drive
Kinder, LA 70648

Thursday Tent Space Sponsor
• 12’x12’ Tailgate Tent Space – Sponsor provides tent, table, promotional items, etc.
• Each Sponsor is asked to bring a door prize for drawing at end of PDH sessions.
• Tent setup begins Thursday morning after 6AM.
• Tents must be removed by 6:00 PM Thursday
• Sponsors will have Meet & Greet with all Participants 4:30 – 6:00

Sponsorship Form

Firm Name: ______________________________________ Website: ___________________________

Address: ___________________________________________________________________________

Phone Number: __________________________ FAX: _________________________________

Contact Person: __________________________ Email: _________________________________

Sign me up for the following sponsorship(s):

___ Blue Tent Sponsor ($1000) Includes tent space for Sponsor on Thursday, company logo displayed as centerpiece on tables. Logo will also be displayed on screen. Also includes souvenir Golf Hole Flag (for tournament on 6/5) with sponsor name.

*11 Blue Table Sponsors Available

___ Gold Tent Sponsor ($1500) Includes tent space for sponsor on Thursday in a high profile placement with access to putting green, company logo displayed as centerpiece on tables. Logo will also be displayed on screen. Also includes souvenir Golf Hole Flag (for tournament on 6/5) with sponsor name. *2 Gold Table Sponsors available

_______ Total to be charged

PLEASE CHECK:  VISA ______  MasterCard ______  Discover ______  Amer Express ______

CARD NO.: __________________________________________________ CVV: __________

EXP.DATE: ____________________ Billing Zip Code: __________________________

SIGNATURE: __________________________________________________________________________

Please mail with check or fax credit card information to:
Louisiana Engineering Society
9643 Brookline Avenue, Suite 116, Baton Rouge, LA 70809
Phone (225)924-2021/Fax (225)924-2049
Or visit our website, www.les-state.org for online registration information
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2ND ANNUAL LA TRANSPORTATION PARTNERS GOLF TOURNAMENT

KOASATI PINES AT COUSHATTA, KINDER, LA
FRIDAY, JUNE 5, 2020
Sponsored by the Louisiana Engineering Foundation (LEF)
All proceeds to benefit the LEF Scholarship Fund

FORMAT: Eighteen hole tournament (individual stroke play) with morning (7:30 a.m.) and afternoon (1:00 p.m.) shot-gun starts. Flights will be determined by blind draw from tournament scores.

DRESS CODE: Proper dress required, shirt with collar, no tank tops or cut-offs please.

ENTRY FEE: One hundred dollars ($100.00) per player, includes tournament green fee, shared cart, refreshments on course, lunch and awards banquet. Entry fee must be received with entry form no later than 4:00 PM on Friday, May 22, 2020.

AWARDS BANQUET: Awards will be presented and food served as soon as possible after completion of the afternoon round.

HOW TO ENTER:
ONLINE WEBSITE: https://www.les-state.org/LEF.html
MAIL: Make checks payable to LEF. Entry forms and monies should be mailed to:
Louisiana Engineering Foundation
9643 Brookline Ave, Suite 116
Baton Rouge, LA 70809
C/O Brenda Gajan

NOTE: NO MONIES WILL BE REFUNDED AFTER THE CUT OFF DATE (May 22nd).

SPONSORSHIP LEVELS:

EAGLE: $1,500.00: Eagle level sponsorships will receive complementary entry fee for four players, website and hole sign recognition.

BIRDIE: $1,000.00: Birdie level sponsorships will receive complementary entry fee for two players, website and hole sign recognition.

PAR: $500.00: Par level sponsorships will receive complementary entry fee for one player, website and hole sign recognition.

DRINK SPONSORSHIPS: Two (2) drink sponsorships are available at $1,500.00 each. Drink sponsors will have their company logo displayed on each golf cart GPS screen for the front or back nine for both morning and afternoon rounds along with website and banquet sign recognition.

If you are interested in larger sponsorship support, please contact Brenda or Mark.

Ditty Bag / door prize donations are welcome: towels, golf balls, tees, etc.

For additional information:
Louisiana Engineering Foundation Brenda Gajan brenda@les-state.org 225-924-2021 Tournament Contact: Mark Morvant markjmorvantpe@gmail.com 225-324-1109
ENTRY FORM
2ND ANNUAL LA TRANSPORTATION PARTNERS
GOLF TOURNAMENT
TO BENEFIT LEF SCHOLARSHIPS
KOASATI PINES AT COUSHATTA, KINDER, LA
FRIDAY, JUNE 5, 2020

ENTRY FEE: $100.00 (Per Player)
ENTRY DEADLINE: 4:00 P.M., May 22, 2020

All money shall accompany entry form for number of persons requested. Paid applications are processed as received. Total amount received must be equal to number of players requested on entry form. Each participant is responsible for his own negligent acts and agrees to abide by all facility rules. LEF along with the tournament committee shall be held free from any liability which may arise from participation in this tournament.

Group Contact: The Group Contact will receive award information for distribution to group winners who did not attend the awards banquet to collect their prize.

Name:______________________________________________________________
Phone:______________________________________________________________
Email:______________________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________

SPONSORSHIP LEVEL:     ___ Eagle $1,500.00 (4 complementary players)
                         ___ Birdie $1,000.00 (2 complementary players)
                         ___ Par $500.00 (1 complementary player)
                         ___ Drink Sponsorship $1,500.00

PLAYER NAME
(TYPE or PRINT LEGIBLY)

1. Name:____________________________ _______ Email:____________________________
2. Name:____________________________ _______ Email:____________________________
3. Name:____________________________ _______ Email:____________________________
4. Name:____________________________ _______ Email:____________________________

TOTAL PAID $___________

Tee Time Preference: Morning ___ Afternoon ___
Tee time preference is not guaranteed and will be provided based on availability. **Players for morning and afternoon shot-gun starts will be determined by the Committee.** Priority will be given to sponsors followed by date of entry. Players are responsible for checking website prior to tournament to determine their actual tee time. Players should arrive at least 30 minutes prior to tee time for registration.

Due to speed of play and limited number of carts, foursomes only please.
Leadership is an important skill that project managers should possess. Effective leadership is intended influence that creates change for the greater good by using positive means to achieve positive outcomes. Furthermore, people want project manager and leaders who listen to and understand their needs and who can relate to their circumstances.

This seminar will deliver concepts, options and tools that will improve your skills as a project manager and an effective leader. It is often said that "managers are people who do things right, and leaders are people who do the right thing." Both leadership and management involve influence, but leadership is about seeking constructive change, and management is about establishing order.

We will discuss different ways of looking at leadership in project management and their impacts on what it means to be an effective leader.

- Traits and Strength-based Leadership
- Task and Process Behaviors
- Leadership Styles and Skills
- Creating, Articulating and Implementing Vision
- Establish Positive Climate
- Effective Negotiations
- Communication Strategies
- Ethical Values of Project Manager and Leader
- Case Studies to implement and reinforce these concepts

These are concepts that you can immediately use to keep your clients, executives, stakeholders, and project team members informed and your project will head toward a successful completion.
As I write this article, we’re still in the midst of incredibly unchartered territory caused by the COVID19 pandemic. The short-term optimistic view is grounded in the fact that construction services are deemed part of the essential business sector and green lighted to work through the initial response. Congress is responding with much needed financial resources to preserve our workforce and the Governor is making plans for how Louisiana re-opens for business. We are more fortunate than most.

The realistic long-term view, however, is that while our industry can capably adapt to remote work and increased safety protocols, a protracted stay at home order will adversely impact the pipeline of projects.

Can our industry manage and successfully endure this crisis? Yes. Our industry is reliable and resilient and needed during the response and the recovery. We have been here before and are positioned to survive. The best antidote to a contracting economy is public investment in infrastructure. Putting people to work designing and constructing. I am confident there will be more resources to help struggling cities and states and funding dedicated specifically to infrastructure in the future economic stimulus packages. And we will be here to serve our clients.

Since time immemorial, engineering has utilized applied knowledge to find the optimum solution to problems. This will be no different. We will be expected to be more careful and more creative in how we design future projects. We will guide our clients into planning and executing in the new world order. Now is the time engineering gets to flex its innovative muscle. To deliver solutions that are forward thinking, and adaptable to changing human behaviors and economic realities. We will counsel and help our clients re-orient and re-imagine how they move forward. We will be more relevant than ever.

These are indeed challenging times, but we’ve faced challenging times before. The Louisiana A/E/C industry mobilized after devastating hurricanes and floods and rebounded from economic recessions. We are confident in our ability to do it again. We can and will make Louisiana stronger, smarter and more resilient.

Before, during and after this crisis, ACECL is here with you. We understand your challenges. We will not stop advocating on your behalf and keeping you informed. ACECL is walking this journey with you. We’re here to help get answers and continue to be the voice for the industry. Visit our website: www.acecl.org for resources and the latest information. Together we will weather this storm and, in the process, demonstrate our value and our continued place in the arena.
By: Becky Johnson, PE

On Friday, March 6, 2020, 99 mathletes representing 28 schools from across the State of Louisiana descended upon Pineville, LA for the State MATHCOUNTS Competition. Thank you so much to all of our team coaches, sponsors and volunteers who support this engaging program.

Participating schools were:

**Alexandria Chapter**
- Grace Christian
- Natchitoches Magnet
- Tioga Junior High

**Bayou Chapter**
- ELearning Academy

**Lake Charles Chapter**
- Bishop Noland Episcopal
- DeRidder Junior High
- F. K. White Middle
- S. J. Welsh Middle

**New Orleans Chapter**
- Haynes Academy
- Lake Castle North Private
- Lake Castle Private

**Baton Rouge Chapter**
- Episcopal
- Glasgow Middle
- LSU Lab School
- Vertigan Home School

**Lafayette Chapter**
- Ascension Episcopal
- Broussard Middle
- David Thibodaux STEM
- Episcopal of Acadiana
- Our Lady of Fatima
- St. Cecilia

**Monroe Chapter**
- A.E. Phillips Lab School
- Cedar Creek
- Ouachita Parish Junior High

**Shreveport Chapter**
- Benton Middle
- Caddo Middle Magnet
- Cope Middle
- Elm Grove Middle

The top 8 individuals who competed in the Countdown Round were:

1. Julian Vertigan, Vertigan Home School
2. Julia Jiang, S. J. Welsh Middle School
3. Alex Pan, Glasgow Middle School
4. Kathy Hu, LSU Lab School
5. Ryan Feng, Glasgow Middle School
6. Unmesh Chakravarty, Haynes Academy for Advanced Studies
7. Varun Gala, Glasgow Middle School
8. Saadhya Vijayvargiya, Haynes Academy for Advanced Studies

The top 6 teams were:

1. Glasgow Middle School
2. Episcopal School of Baton Rouge
3. Haynes Academy for Advanced Studies
4. LSU Lab School
5. David Thibodaux STEM Magnet
6. Grace Christian School

The top 4 individuals and LA representatives for the National Competition are:

1. Julian Vertigan, Vertigan Home School
2. Alex Pan, Glasgow Middle School
3. Ryan Feng, Glasgow Middle School
4. Varun Gala, Glasgow Middle School

The coach from Glasgow Middle School (Baton Rouge Chapter), Mr. William Bankston, will be the Louisiana team coach.

The top 2 countdown round winners were:

1. Alex Pan, Glasgow Middle School
2. Julian Vertigan, Vertigan Home School

The Mathbee team winner was:
Table 25 (Julian Vertigan, Vertigan Home School; Ethan Potter, Our Lady of Fatima; Noah Darby, St. Cecilia)

Congratulations to all of these students and to all of the participants. MATHCOUNTS could not be put on without the dedicated help of many volunteers and support from the community.

A big thank you to the following sponsors:

**Our Major Sponsors:**
- Cleco
- Louisiana Engineering Society

**State Sponsor:**
- Domino Foods, Inc.

**Other Sponsors:**
- Aillet, Fenner, Jolly & McClelland, Inc.
- Ardaman & Associates, Inc.
- Alvin J. Badeaux
- Dominguez, Szabo & Associates
- Forte & Tablada, Inc.
- GSA Consulting Engineers
- Huval & Associates, Inc.
- Lazenby & Associates, Inc.
- Manchac Consulting Group
- M & E Consulting
- Meyer, Meyer, LaCroix & Hixson
- Modjeski & Masters
- Sellers & Associates, Inc.
- SJB Group
- Weight Tech Engineering
Act 721 passed in the 1975 Legislature amended Chapter 10 to Title 38 of the Louisiana Revised Statutes of 1950 by adding thereto a new Park VII, Selection of Professional Services for Public Contract. Three Boards – Architect, Engineer and Landscape Architect Selection – are authorized under this Act. Each board selects persons or firms to perform certain professional services for public contract.

The Act refers to the Louisiana Engineering Society, specifying the following: The Louisiana Engineers Selection Board shall be composed of six members. Two members shall be named in an election conducted by the Louisiana Engineering Society at which all properly licensed engineers residing in the State of Louisiana may vote for positions to be filled. LES has two positions to fill this year, one term ending June 30, 2020, and one ending December 31, 2020.

The LES Nominating Committee nominates Ali M. Mustapha, P.E. for July 1st position and Jim Ferguson, P.E. for the January 1st position.

Each Louisiana Registered Professional Engineer working and living in the State is eligible and urged to vote.

Space on the ballot is provided for write-in candidates. A write-in candidate must be a LA registered Professional Engineer and must have agreed to serve if elected. No employer or stockholder shall be eligible to receive agency contracts during the term of his service, and for a period of six months thereafter.

### LES ENGINEERS SELECTION BOARD BALLOT

1. Mark and return to LES, 9643 Brookline Ave., Ste. 116, Baton Rouge, LA 70809, by June 30th. Late ballots will not be accepted.

2. Make sure your name and address are on the envelope that forwards the ballot to LES. Ballot signature is not required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION ONE (Term July 1, 2020 – June 30, 2021)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Ali M. Mustapha, P.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ For Write-in Candidate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>POSITION TWO (Term January 1, 2021 – December 31, 2021)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□ Jim Ferguson, P.E.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□ For Write-in Candidate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Following the 2019 elections, 2020 started predictably under normal course of business preparing for a busy first session of the four-year cycle. Following the 2019 elections and the holidays, the 64 freshman legislators went through orientation preparing for the regular session, which by constitution convened on March 9 and must adjourn by June 1. Legislators pre-filed legislation and leadership announced committee chairpersons and committee makeups. On March 9, the first day of the legislative session, Governor John Bel Edwards announced that the first Louisiana citizen had tested positive for Coronavirus.

Like much of America, legislators and legislative leadership had no way to predict how quickly the situation would escalate, and that first week of session legislative business proceeded as normal. By the weekend, Governor Edwards indicated publicly that he would be issuing an executive order restricting public gatherings and closing non-essential businesses. The following Monday on March 15th the legislature announced two week recess and returned on March 31 with just enough members to form a quorum to adjourn again. On March 31, House Speaker Clay Schexnayder and Senate President Page Cortez decided to put legislative proceedings on hold and adjourn indefinitely to slow the spread of the coronavirus.

At least four members of the legislature contracted Covid-19 including freshman Lafourche State Rep Reggie Bagala whom passed away on April 10.

Legislative leadership has not issued any definitive public statements on when the legislature will return to session or for how long they will be meeting, but by law they must adjourn by June 1. Many are preparing for a May 4 return, but that will likely be adjusted if the Governor extends his shelter at home order into May. If the legislature is able to meet later in May, they will likely only take up a small number of priority bills, including the budget and Covid-19/economy related legislation. Most of the roughly 1400 instruments filed for the session will not get a hearing during the 2020 regular session. The issues addressed in the bills are likely to be re-filed either in a special session later this fall or during the 2021 session.

If the state and nation continue to restrict gatherings through June 1 and we are not able to safely convene for the regular session, it is likely that they will need to conduct a short and narrow special session in June to pass the budget and other constitutionally required bills before the July 1 constitutional deadline. Either later this summer or fall the legislature will likely convene in a broader subject special session, pandemic permitting. Either the Governor or the Legislature can call a special session and all will be watching to see which subject matters are included for debate.

Haynie and Associates wishes you, your families and your businesses the very best during this unprecedented time. We hope for the welfare of our State and Nation that the health of its people continues to improve and the economy recovers. Haynie and Associates will continue to keep the LES leadership updated during these challenging times.
Rolling fields of peppers cover the land in each direction, their red pods stirring in the summer breeze blowing in from the marsh. Over one hundred years ago this island was covered with sugar cane and virgin forest. But its biggest asset was a mine. Because Avery Island is actually the top of an edible mountain as big as Everest. A huge mass of rock salt that begins only 20 feet beneath the surface.

With the Civil War came Union soldiers, laying claim to the mine for the needs of the North. The inhabitants fled, and when they returned in 1868 the land was in shambles. The crops were ruined, the salt mine destroyed. The way of life they had known was gone. But the spirit they brought to the land was not.

Edmund McIlhenny, a New Orleans banker married to Mary Eliza Avery, looked over the extent of ruin after he returned to the island. He noticed a few red pepper plants still growing in the kitchen garden. The peppers, a Central American spice known as Capsicum, had been carried to the island by a friend returning from Mexico. They had survived the rigors of floods, hurricanes, and war. McIlhenny began experimenting with the peppers. He built a laboratory and concocted a sauce which delighted the tastes of family and friends. He perfected his recipe and sent 350 bottles to carefully chosen recipients. Soon, orders began pouring in. Just four years later, in 1872, McIlhenny had to open an office in London to handle the European demand. His concoction was a success.

Today, TABASCO pepper sauce is exported to over 100 countries. Used by hundreds of thousands of good cooks all over the world, you’ll find the label on the TABASCO bottle printed in several different languages. Because of requests from American servicemen in Vietnam, the McIlhennys wrote a recipe book entitled “Charlie Ration Cookbook, or No Food’s Too Good for the Man Up Front.” It was given free to any man serving foreign duty.

The McIlhennys took a kitchen garden and made it a world-wide, highly successful industry. When faced with adversity, they did not give up in despair, because theirs was the spirit upon which this country was built. They looked to the future. And the factory they constructed for their own needs became a landmark for those who came after them.
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